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Effective assessment of 
speaking and writing
• Warm-up Reflection Task: What makes 

speaking and writing assessment effective
to you as a teacher? Share your ideas with 
some neighbors.

What?



Assessment (I)

Formative
Assessment 
for and as 
learning

Summative
Assessment 
of learning



Assessment (II)

Assessment of learning (summative)

Assessment for learning (formative)

Assessment as learning 

(self and peer assessment)



Effective assessment 
• How can we achieve effective assessment? 

How?



Effective assessment 
• How can we achieve effective assessment? 

Effective 
assessment 
for and as 
learning

Preparation for 
summative assessment 

(assessment of learning)



Effective assessment 
• How can we achieve effective assessment? 

How?

Self-directed 
learning

Interactive 
assessment

Use of 
Graphic 

Organisers



Preparing our students for speaking 
and writing assessment tasks

Realising the teaching, learning and 
assessment cycle:

A. Developing understanding of the 
marking criteria

B. Use of graphic organisers

C. Interactive assessment



A. Developing understanding of the marking 
criteria for speaking and writing tasks

• Three critical questions:

• What would be the focus(es) of each 
criterion in the marking rubrics?

• What differentiate(s) the different levels 
under each criterion?

• How can we help our students 
understand and therefore attain higher 
levels in all criteria? 



Developing understanding of the marking 
criteria for speaking and writing tasks

Example 1: Setting specific and achievable goals
(Adopted and developed from 2015 HKDSE English Language, Paper 2, 
Part A)

• A recent article in the Young Post suggested that an 
8:00 am start to the school day makes students feel 
tired and sleepy. Write to the editor of the Young Post
expressing your views on the following:

• Why students feel tired;

• Whether or not a 9:00am start will solve the 
problem; and

• What else/instead can be done to prevent students 
falling asleep during lessons



+
Promoting Self-directed learning in writing

• Involving students in the goal setting 
process

• Aims: To develop the students’ 
metacognitive strategies (e.g. thinking and 
referencing skills) to promote learner 
autonomy and independence in attaining 
those goals, thereby achieving assessment 
as learning



+
Goal Setting and Goal Attainment
Task 1: Imagine you’re the English teacher of an S5 
class and you’ve asked the class to set some goals 
before they attempt the above writing task. How 
would you respond to the following goals as set by 
your students? 

1. “I aim at getting 70 marks in this composition.”

2. “I’ll try to write with good grammar.”

3. “I’ll write more than 200 words.”

4. “I’ll link my sentences up this time.”

5. “I’ll tidy up my composition before I submit it.”

SMART Learning 
goals:

Specific,
Measurable, 
Attainable, 
Relevant, 
Time bound 



+
Goal Setting and Goal Attainment

Let’s begin by reading the question carefully and 
underline the important phrases:

• A recent article in the Young Post suggested that an 8:00 
am start to the school day makes students feel tired and 
sleepy. Write to the editor of the Young Post expressing 
your views on the following:

• Why students feel tired;

• Whether or not a 9:00am start will solve the problem; 
and

• What else/instead can be done to prevent students 
falling asleep during lessons



+
Goal Setting and Goal Attainment

A possible approach to providing step-by-step 
training in goal setting (from general to specific)

Task 2: Let’s help our students set better goals with 
reference to the HKDSE writing marking scheme! 

Step1:

Identify the focuses of each of the three criteria of 
Content (C), Language (L), and Organisation (O) in 
the original HKDSE marking scheme, which can 
then form the basis of a simplified marking 
scheme for guiding the students to set their own 
goals for the particular task. (Two for each 
criterion are provided as examples.)



+ Content Language Organisation

- Fulfilling question 
requirements

- Relevant ideas

- …

- Grasp of complex sentence 
patterns

- Accurate grammar

- …

- Effective organisation of 
text

- Logical development of 
ideas

- ….
- Well developed ideas with 

supporting details

- Creativity and imagination 

- Wide variety of simple and 
sophisticated  vocabulary 

- Correct spelling and 
punctuation

- Appropriate register, tone, 
style

- Clear cohesion and 
cohesive ties throughout 
the text

- Coherence in overall 
structure

- Clearly defined topics



+
SDL in Pre-writing
Goal Setting and Goal Attainment

Step 2: Guide the students to:

• pick the most relevant focus(es) of the three 
criteria according to their own strengths and 
weaknesses and develop specific goal pointers 
for the particular writing task

• limit the number of areas chosen to make their 
goals attainable. 



+Focus of the HKDSE Writing 
Criteria

Specific Pointers

- Fulfilling question 
requirements (C)

- Genre/Text type:_______________________________

- Target reader(s)________________________________

- Main points to cover:

- Wide variety of simple and 
sophisticated  vocabulary 
(L)

- Nouns: ________________________________________

- Verbs: _________________________________________

- Adjectives: _____________________________________

- Avoiding ________________________

Letter to the Editor

Editor and newspaper readers

- Why students are tired at school
- Whether it’s a good idea to start school at 9am
- Other measures preventing students from falling 

asleep

e.g. Causes of tiredness: tons of homework, 
extra-curricular activities

e.g. Lexical verbs denoting how students 
spend time after school; modal verbs stating 
strong/weak obligations

e.g. Describing physical and mental states: 
energetic, exhausted, tired

repetitions, e.g. using synonyms and 
superordinate terms



+
Focus of the HKDSE Writing 

Criteria
Specific Pointers

- Effective organisation of 
text (O)

- Identifying the typical rhetorical structure of the target 
genre:

Introduction: ___________________________________

Body: __________________________________________

Conclusion: ____________________________________

Your turn NOW! Pick a 
focus under C, L, or O 
and come up with 
some specific goal 
pointers. Share them 
with your neighbors.

Introducing the topic/ the article that 
the writer responds to and the stance

Main arguments and supporting details 

Summing up and reiterating the stance



+
Goal Setting and Goal Attainment

Step 3: Guide the students to identify 
what information is needed to address 
the specific pointers identified and 
what can be possible sources of such 
information. Read and complete the 
following table. 



+
Focus of the 

HKDSE Writing 
Criteria

Specific Pointers Required Information and Possible Sources

Fulfilling 
question 
requirements 
(C)

- Understanding 
the target genre

- Addressing Point 
1: ‘why students 
are tired at 
school’

- Addressing Point 
2: ‘starting school 
at 9am’

- Addressing Point 
3: ‘alternative 
measures’

- The typical features of the target genre, e.g. 
_________________________________________
________________________________________

- Possible Source: Letters to the editor in SCMP

- Reflecting on their own personal experience
- _________________________________________

_________________________________________

- Brainstorming the pros and cons of starting school 
one hour later

- _________________________________________
_________________________________________

- Browsing through the Internet for tips to stay 
focused and awake

to whom the letter is addressed, tense(s) to use, 
the use of the first person perspective

Interviewing their classmates

Comparing and contrasting the relative benefits 
of starting at 8 and at 9



+
Focus of the 

HKDSE Writing 
Criteria

Specific Pointers Required Information and Possible Sources

Wide variety of 
simple and 
sophisticated  
vocabulary (L)

- Including 
appropriate 
nouns, verbs, 
adjectives etc in 
the  composition

- Referring to the vocabulary log book
- _________________________________________

_________________________________________
- _________________________________________

_________________________________________

Effective 
organisation of 
text (O)

- Identifying the 
typical rhetorical 
structure of the 
target genre

- Introduction:
- Referring to authentic letters to the editor for the 

language/sequence for orienting the readers, 
stating the topic and stance etc.

- Middle paragraphs: 
_________________________________________
_________________________________________

- Concluding paragraph: 
_________________________________________
_________________________________________

Jotting down useful words/phrases while 
reading texts on the topic 

Seeking help from the teacher

Deciding on the number of paragraphs, focusing on one 
main point in each paragraph,  writing topic sentences 
etc., drawing on experience in writing other 
compositions

- Using signposting phrases like ‘to sum up/conclude’
- Reading others’ concluding paragraphs which present just the 

required information in the briefest way possible



+
Goal Setting and Goal Attainment
Step 4: Guide the students to set a time 
frame for attaining the goal(s) before the 
actual writing process, i.e. time-bound

Step 5: Introduce to the students a 
monitoring mechanism/tool (e.g. a self-
assessment form) to help the students 
monitor their attainment of the specific 
goals they set at the post-writing stage



+ Complete the left three columns based on the information in 
the above tables.

Goal Setting
(To be completed at the pre-writing 

stage)

Goal Attainment
(To be completed at the post-writing 

stage)
Specific Goal 
Pointers set 

for the 
Writing Task

How I aim to 
achieve the 
goal pointers

How much 
time I plan to 
spend on 
achieving the 
goal pointers

What I have 
actually done 
to achieve 
the goal 
pointers

How much 
time I have 
spent on 
achieving the 
goal pointers

What else I 
can do to 
better 
achieve the 
goal pointers

1.       

(C/L/O)

2.       

(C/L/O)

3.       

(C/L/O)

…

To further promote assessment 
as learning, can we develop this 
table into a self-assessment 
form for the students’ use for 
evaluating their goal attainment 
at the post-writing stage?



Developing understanding of the marking 
criteria for speaking and writing tasks

Example 2

Scoring Guide Task:

• Read the TSA writing scoring guide and 
discuss with your partners what exactly 
is/are being elicited in each of the four 
criteria.

• How can we help the students achieve the 
high levels in all the criteria?



B. Use of Graphic Organisers
- Use of mind maps to help the students 
generate ideas as well as elaboration of 
such ideas
• Example 2a: Joint School Dance Speaking Task

- Use of sentence-making tables and/or 
writing frames for students’ building 
language complexity and features of the 
target genre based on a sample text

• Use of writing frames

• Example 2b: Proposal Letter Writing task



Task 3: Discuss the following rubrics for a group 
interaction speaking task. To what extent is it 
challenging/manageable for your KS3 students? 

The Dance Club is organising a joint-school dance. 
You and two other members of the club are 
talking about the dance. (TSA 2012)

In your discussion, you may include:

• who can join

• when and where to hold the dance

• activities e.g. ice-breaking games, election of the 
dancing king and queen…

• dress code e.g. color, style…

• anything else that you think is important



Example for the use of graphic organisers: 
Joint-school dance (TSA 2012) Version 1



Example for the use of graphic organisers: 
Joint-school dance (TSA 2012) Version 2



Reading to write—Proposal letter writing 
task: 
Example for the use of sentence-making tables

Making the students read a sample text for meaning, then analyse the genre features 
and typical sentence patterns:

October 15, 2015

Mr. Nadim Dalwal
English Language Coordinator
Dar Al-Jandal School, Riyadh 

Dear Mr. Dalwal,
Subject: Proposal To Hold An ELT Book Fair At Your School

Dar Al Jarad Publishing and Distribution House is pleased to invite your school to host an English Language Teaching (ELT) book fair.

We at Dar Al Jarad believe it is essential that we work directly with schools in Riyadh in order to enhance English literacy among students. We 
have chosen to approach your school to host one of these events because we are aware of your high educational standards and your interest in 
improving English literacy at your school.

Objectives:
Our objectives for holding the book fair at your school are as follows:
• To empower both teachers and students with our valuable ELT educational resources which include: readers, textbooks, support materials, 

and exam books.
• To introduce the students and the teachers to new ELT resources that are available in the market and how these resources can enhance 

literacy in the classroom.
• To familiarize parents with new ELT materials and the selection process that Curricular Coordinators go through when developing an English 

program.
• Benefits:

Direct benefits that will come from hosting a book fair will be:
• The school will receive valuable publicity which will result in increased student enrolment.
• 15% of the proceeds from each title sold will go toward supporting the school’s English program.
• The school staff and administration will work closely with the ELT distributor which will enhance cooperation between the school and Dar Al 

Jarad.
• ….
•



Example for the use of sentence-making 
tables : Proposal letter

Section Function in the text Typical language/sentence patterns (examples)

Subject To state what the 

letter is about

A noun phrase beginning with ‘Proposal to…’

e.g. Proposal To Hold An ELT Book Fair At Your School

Introduction 

(first two 

paragraphs)

To…

Objectives To…

Benefits To…

Arrangements To…

Conclusion To…



Example for the use of writing frames: Proposal letter
_________________(Date)

_________________ (The receiver’s full name and position)

_________________

_________________ 

Dear Mr/Ms___________,

Subject: _____________________________________________

(introduction)

I am_________________________________________________ (introducing yourself). Our group 
have_______________________________________. I am writing to________________________ 
__________________________________________________________ (state the reason for 
writing)

Objectives:

Our objectives for holding___________________________________________________:

- To…
- To…
- …



What 
and 

How?

C. Interactive Assessment



33

Effective Formative Assessment Practice: 
Interactive assessment

• requires that the teacher-assessor 
intervenes during learners’ spoken 
performance to…

• scaffold and support learners in producing 
an assessable performance that they know 
learners are capable of producing in 
everyday settings

• stimulate and challenge them to reach 
a higher-level performance than that being 
produced
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Interactive assessment (Cont’d)

Interactive Assessment Task

• Watch the following example of interactive 
assessment for an IP task in a CMI school. Note 
how nervous and lacking in confidence the 
student seems at the beginning. How does the 
teacher provide appropriate scaffolding and 
support? How does the teacher challenge and 
extend the student? 

IPresent.mpg
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Interactive assessment (Cont’d)

How does the teacher in the video provide scaffolding and 
support the student in the presentation?

1. “Why is the sack important to the rest of the story?”
2. “What about that pack of cards? You said that the third 

man gave him a pack of cards?”
3. “T: Uumm. What did that devil help the man to do?”
4. “T: Okay. They can find out whether the son will live or die. 

Okay. How about if you were given that glass and you 
could find out whether you would live or die?”

5. “T: What would you do if you have that glass and you 
found that death was standing at the head of your bed?

6. “Anything else?”
7. “No? If you have one week, you can’t travel to a lot of 

places. So,”
8. “Ah, okay.” 
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Interactive assessment (Cont’d)

Using Mediational Strategies

Mediation and support via …

• Guided Questioning

• Probes and Prompts

• Responsive Back-Channelling

• Strategic Use of Waiting Time

• Non-Verbal Cues
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Static Assessment Interactive Assessment

T as examiner/rater T as mediator

T as observer

Feedback after assessment

Testing Environment

‘Delayed’ Improvement

Measurement-Oriented

Assessment of Learning

Learning for Assessment

Traditional Assessment

T as partner

Feedback during assessment

Support and Challenge

Performance Enhancement

Improvement-Oriented

AfL within Learners’ ZPD

Learning through assessment

Educative Assessment 

(Stiggins, 1998)



Your Show Time!

Task 4: Setting up Effective Assessment Task

• Based on any of the texts we’ve discussed 
(or texts of your own choice), try to apply 
some of the effective assessment 
strategies we’ve discussed  in this 
workshop to incorporate the text 
meaningfully in an English lesson with 
effective assessment practices. Share your 
brilliant ideas with the rest of us!



Effective assessment in the TLA Cycle

Teaching, 
Learning, 

Assessment

Understanding 
Assessment 

Criteria

Generating and 
Elaborating on 

Ideas + Building 
Language 

Complexity & 
Genre Features

Interactive 
Assessment


